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INVESTIGATIONS OF THE PRESSURE SHOCK-WAVE GENERATED BY H.B.C. STRIP FUSE ELEMENTS AT THE ARC~ 

IGNITION INSTANT IN SAND FILLED FUSES 

Abstraot 

J.Hibner, T.Lipski 
Gdansk Teohnioal University, Gdansk 

Wlasna Strzeoha 18 a 
Poland 

The paper desoribes laboratory investigations of the pressure exploding oomponent generated 
at the instant of the arc-ignition instant in h.b.c. fuse-elements. 3 different strip shapes 
of the fuse-elements were applied. Also 4 thioknesses and 5 widths ot those strips were used. 
~ests in a l.v. short-circuit test's rig were carried out using 2 different h.b.c. model fu
ses. As an arc-quenohing medium the standard sand of l.v. fuses Was utilized. The test re
sults show some distinct influenoe ot the oonstiotion number, strip length and its width. 
Test results are illustrated by the osoillograms and the profiles of above mentioned rela
tions. The oonolusions end the paper. 

1. Introduction 

The pressure generation during eleotrioal conduotor explosion is known trom many years. For 
example the reoorded pressure of order 100 MFa was not so seldom case. it a wire was explo
ded in the water [51. Electrioal explosion investigators usually are speaking about so-called 
exploding component [21 of the pressure, because the whole energy delivered to the exploding 
conductor responsible is for that pressure. On the contrary in h.b.c. fuses, in which a fu
se-element is plaoed in quartz sand during arci~ two pressure components are generated [6): 
one, exploding component, at the instant of the arc-initiation due to tuse-element initial 
explosion (usually in constrictions); second one, arcing component~Jas a result of delivering 
ot the energy to the arc-column. The superposition of those both components is responsible for 
an exposure of the fuse-link body onto eventual damage due to mechanical failure. 

Because both mentioned components are acting in oompletely different time spans the peak of 
the superimposed pressures equals to the peak of the one or another oomponent. The time dura
tion of the explosive component is of order hundreds microseconds whereas of the arcing 
one equals to the arCing-time, say severalmilliseconds. The explosive component usually is 
oscillatory one with a strong pronounoed damping mainly by sand, while the arcing pressure 
follows approx. after comulative effect of the liberated arc-energy. The explosive component, 
upon suggestion given in (61, depends on some power ot the current density in the explosion 
instant. And,of course, due to good damping ability of the sand the pressure magnitude on the 
fuse-link body is much smaller than that in the exploding constriotion. 

Published resultsD] on the explosive component are dealing with the uniform Cu wire tuse
element of diameter 0.5 mm and length 20 mm streaohed in the sand. From the manufacturing 
point of view, however, more interesting should be the pressure behaviour in h.b.c. tuses 
equipped within strip elements'having some constricted parts. This need became the base why 
since 1977 in our Institute a number ot the measurements were done on the pressure in some 
model h.b.c. fuses with the strip elements. Some results of those investigations limited just 
to the exploding component are reported here/inafter. Everywhere in the following text spea
king about the pressure one shall understand the exploding component of the pressure. 

2. Experiments 

,2.1 Test circuit 

To get the most reproducible conditions of the tests using AC current a thyristor making
switch has been used of 1 kA continuous rated current and 2 kV peak reverse rated voltage, 
shown in Fig.1. A ooaxial practically noninductive shunt of 1 or 5 m~rated resistance ser
ves to the current measurements. A cathode 5 beam oscillograph of 0.5 Mbtand 40 pF input 
oonstants enabled the reoords of .the interested parameters. During check-out procedure ot 
the measuring system a 2 beam oscillograph of 1 M~and 40 pF input parameters found an app-



lication. 
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Fig. 1 Simplified test's circuit 
TH - making switch, CB - safety 
circuit-breaker, TR - transformer 
)80/260 V or 520 V, L - choke, 
F - tested fuse, S - shunt, u t i, 
p - recorded voltage, current, 
pressure 

in modulus it. Fuse-element type C has got 

2.) Model fuse-links 
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Fig. 2 Tested fuse~elements 

2.2 Fuse-elements 

The strip fuse-elements of the different shape 8 

shown in Fig.2, of the thicknesses 0.05, 0.1, 
0.185 rom and of the widths ).1,5.7.5,10, '15 
rom were applied. The constrictions were distri
buted rhythmically along the fuse-element with-

a rectangular cutting out of the different length. 

Two different kinds of theh.b.c. model fuse-links were used, body ot which were made from 
some organic textoli teo The body of one was tight, made from one piece (Fig.Ja). The !use
element in this case was sott soldered to the terminals. Arc-quenching chamber ,- 16 rom. 
The second one (Fig.3b) has got the chamber diameter 26 rom within lengthwise divided body, 

. fastened by 4 screws M5. The fuse
element now is clamped to the termi
nals by the wedge fasteners. In eve
ry case as an arc-quenching medium 
the quartz sand of 0.3.0.5 rom gra
nularity has been used. The granula
rity fractions were: abo 67 % of 
0.)85.0.43 rom and abo 22 % of 0.43. 
0.49 rom. The fuse-elements were si
tuated along the cylindrioal arc-cham
ber axis. A standard firm procedure 
of the sand gave in result ab 16 % of 
the mass increment in relation to the 
loose sand in the ohamber. 

2.4 Pressure sensor 

A piezoelectric sensor ha.s been used 
of the sensitivity 1.88 V/MPa, se11-
capacity 900 pF' and resistivity 600 
G~. The measured frequency range up 

to 100 kHz. A concentrio cable of!ll 
7 rom and of 5 m length to connect the 
sensor with oscillograph was applied. 
The wave re~ance of the cable.- 15~ 

The check-out tests of the pre sure 

K1 

1 

K2 
1 

Fig. J Tested fuse-liks 
K1 - chamber Ii' 16 rom, leng,~ 42 rom; K2 - cham
ber ¢ 26, length 64 mm; 1 - terminal; 2 -
fuse-element connection; J - body; 4 - hole 
for sand strew in closed by nut MaX1 rom; 5 -
fuse-element; 6 - p-sensor of ~ 8 rom surface 
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measuring system has showed no practical influence of the interferences. 

3. Test results 

Pressure test results show relatively great dispersion, that's why to determine an average 
magnitude it was necessary to make atleast 10 measurements. Some exemplary results indicated 
in the Fig.4 show that the exploding pressure component lasts less than 100 ps. 

Obtained results are aummari/zed in the Figs 5 to 9. Given 
in those Figures exemplary profiles are for this same costr
iction cross-sectional area. Due to the adiabatic heating 
conditions kept during the tests in every case the current 
density at the instant of the arc-initiation was practically 
this same. From Figures 5 to 8 outcomes that the influence 
of the parameters nb , bd , and ld on the pressure is weake
ning with their growing according to the rule 

Pmax 
Pi = ( 1 ) 

1 + ~ x 
in which x is one of the variable nb, bd, ld. For example in 
the case of pressure relation on the length ld from the ex
periments follows 

p.=O.S (2) 
.~:; .... ~ 1 + 10 

'Id 

Fig. 4 Exemplary test records 
of fuse-links K2, cir
cuit conditions 520 V, 
50 Hz. 1 -element A, 
nb= 3. constrictions 
¢ 1.8mm, A = 3 rom; 2 -
element a, Id= 5 rom; 
J - as 2 but ld= 20 mm. 
Scale unit 746 A/cm, 
216 V/cm. 0.216 MFa/cm, 
1.5 ms/em 

where Pi in MFa, ld in rom. From (2) it is clear that further 
the exploding part to the measuring point lesser its influ
ence on the pressure measured. It can be showed that the re
lation (1 ) is in agreEIIIEllt with some analytical calCUlations 
based on sum of the partial pressures along the fuse element. 
The profile given in,Fig.7 indicates, for instance, that al
ready for ld> 25 rom the pressure in the cent:re of the fuse
link has got nearly maximum value, but not so much higher 
than for 10 rom. 

Data in Fig.9 suggest that there is not any logical reLation. 
That's why the arc-ignition voltage can not be the base for 
the pressure caloulation, despite that voltage relates to the 
length ld and ourrent density as follows 

u i = jld'ff ( :3 ) 

In addition to that it is necessary to admit that given in 
the Figure 9 magnitudes are practically for this same our
rent density in the instant of explosion. The results show 
also (Table 1) that despite 1.8 greater current in the ins
tant of explosion the pressure changes are small. This chan
ges are of order of the result dispersion. But to underline 
is nearly this same current density at that instant. To note 
is as well that for every couple of results the circumferen
ce of the constriction was practically this same. The only 
change in both results of given couple was the difference of 
the thicknesses, i.e. 0.1 or 0.2 rom. 

nent can be described as 

Pi = kp(bdldyBj~ 

Aforementioned results suggest the pressure exploding compo
tollows 

2(r{-(3) 
where Pi- in MFa; kp- in ~~~;[!-- depends on the chamber diameter, sand 
larity; bd, ld- in rom; j - Acurrent density in A/mm2 , «,fo- some powers. 

C 4) 

porosity and granu-
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Fig. 5 Piversus nb for element At fuse-link K1, 
260 V, 50 Hz 
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Fig. 6 Pi versus bd for element B, fuse-link K2, 

0.7 260 v. 50 Hz 
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Fig.7 Pi versus ld for element 0, fuse-link K2, 
260 V and 520 V, 50 Hz 
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Fig. 8 Pi versus product bd·ld for element 

B and fuse-link K2 and element C and 

K2"260 V, 50 Hz 
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The relation ( 4) relates to the tested fuse-link models, applied filler and moreover in the 
case of tuse-element C to the length la = 10 mm and it is valid for single element placed in 
the fuse-link axis in such a way that the flat surface is parallel to the measuring surface 
of the pressure sensor. 

As the preliminary result it is stated that the powers~ ,fifor those Qondi~ions are in the 
limits 0.5 + 1.0. 

Table 1 Influence ot i, j, ui on Pi 
A nb Sd i Pi 

mm mm2 A MFa 
1.8 0.15 1603 0.328 

.3 1.8 O.JO 2727 0.392 

.3 4 • .3 0.15 1515 10100 J05 0.370 
6 3 4.3 0.30 2727 9090 341 0.455 

6 5 4.3 0.15 1515 10100 538 0.477 
6 5 4.3 0.30 2727 9090 449 0.506 

~:given in the Table magnitudes are 
ments A, fuse-link K1. 

Pi 
% 

100 
120 

100 
1

100 
123 ·180 

180 

for ele-

4. Conclusions 

A. The exploding pressure componenet 
lasts very short time(range of jls) 
and appears during explosion. 

B. It can be assumed that in given des
ign the exploding component depends 
on the fuse-element dimensions of 
ita that part which explodes. As 
a parameter is the current density 
at the instant ot arc-ignition and 
the circumference of the fuse-eleme-
nt in the place of explosion. 

C. When a fuse-element does diSintegrate along the whole its length the pressure exploding 
componenet is a maximum in the middle of the fuse-link. From the relation (2) it can be 
seen that the influence of some further parts is lesser on the generated pressure. 

D. It seems, the exploding pressure component in described measurements depends on the cur
rent density rather than current magnitude in the instant of arc-initiation. For example 
by ab 1.8 times greater current the pressure remains nearly this same by nearly this same 
current density. 

E. It seems, the exploding pressure component does not depends on the arc-ignition voltage. 
The problem needs some further investigations. 

F. The practical calculation of the exploding pressure component, it seems, could be possible 
from the relation (4). But to get more preCise results it is necessary to carry out furt
her investigations to establish appropriate magnitudes of the powersoCandj>. 
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Abstract 

This article presents a one dimensional numerical model for the burn-back process, including 

changes of a metal strip under the influence of an arc. 

Special attention is given to the velocity decrease caused by heat conduction and the velocit 

caused by Joule preheating. 

Introduction. 

In a short circuit situation, the arc voltage 

increasement of a fuse is dominated by the 

burn-back velOCity of the metal strip. 

Early investigations of Kroemer [1] showed a 

linear dependence between the velocity v and 

the current density j of the strip: 

v = kj .... " ........ , .... , ............... (1) 

with k 1.15 E-9 [m3/As] 

Daalder [2] suggested an expression for the 

burning constant k: 

k ---=----................ (2) 

Hdrop ~egin 

with 

Hdrop = cs~Tmelt + ~L +c2~(Tdrop-Tmelt)··(4) 
In these formulas: 

U: power loss per A arc current to the 

electrode. 

Hdrop the maximal specific enthalpy of a 

is removed by metal part. before it 

the arc. 

Hbegin the already reached local enthalpy 

c 
s 

when the arc arrives. 

specific heat of the metal in the

solid and liquid state. 

~: specific density in the solid state. 

L: melting heat. 

Tmelt : melting temperature. 

Tdrop temperature of liqUid droplets. 

Tbegin initial temperature of the metal spot 

when the arc arrives. 

To: room temperature. 

Because of Joule 

considerably higher 

situation, Tbegin was 

heating, Tbegincan be 

than T . For an adiabatic 
o 

calculated from: 

2 
j tLwf 

Tbegin = To exp( A~C ) .............. (5) 
s 

where Lwf '" ~ stands for the constant of 

T 
Wiedemann-Franz. with A for the thermal 

conductivity and P for the electrical 

resistivi ty. 

Equation (2) fits a part of the experimental 

results of Daalder [2] with silver, under the 

assumption that U = 5.25 V and Tdrop 1700 K. 

However experimental velocities at current 

densities above 3 kA/mm2 and arcing times of 

about 5 ms, could not be described 

equation (2) as Tbegin would exceed T
melt

. 

Therefore, our first aim was to extend 

with 

the 

validity of equation (2) up to higher current 

densities. 

The most simple extension can be reached by 

allowing l~egin to exceed the product Cs ~Tmelt' 

In this case the enthapy increasement by Joule 

heating can be calculated with: 

dH 
"d't 

2 ( PJ ........................... 6) 

where for the solid or liquid phase: 

dH dT <.it = "YC <.it ....................... (7) 

or for the melting phase: 

df 
~L <.it' ........................ (8) 

with fraction f(1 



We made use of the fact that the resistance 

factor A = ~ proves to be constant for 
'"'(CT 

silver in the solid or liquid state. 

With tile resistance factor it follows for the 

adiabatic Joule heating: 

Tbegin = To exp(Aj2 t ) .................. (9) 

Together with the fractional melting we want to 

introduce the existence of a not infinitely 

[tin melting layer between the solid and the 

liquid phase. 

Such intermediate layers can occur when 

internal heat sources are present. 

The next aim was to extend the stationary burn 

hack model to a full dynamical model. After the 

arc ini tiation it can be expected that 

especially in the low current range a certain 

fraction of the arcing power is lost by thermal 

conduction into the silver before any 

remarkable burn hack takes place; a certain 

delay time will be the result. At higher values 

of the arc current or the current period, a 

fraction of the Joule heat will also escape to 

the strip ends. 

A one dimensional numerical model was developed 

to calculate the burn hack rate including 

multi-phase effects and non adiahatic heating. 

2. General model description. 

A thin silver strip is provided with one notch 

and is fixed at both ends. A constant current 

starts flowing through the strip at time t=O. A 

homogeneous current density distribution is 

assumed. At t=O the strip has a temperature To; 

the temperature at both ends is considered to 

be constant (To 300 K) during the whole 

process. After some time the notch will melt 

and an arc will be introduced, which will burn 

back the strip gradually. 

It is assumed that the silver material Is 

removed as soon as it reaches the temperature 

Tdrop (Tdrop > Tmelt )· 

Fig. 1 illustrates that during the burnback 

process, the part of the strip which has not 

yet been removed can be divided into three 

parts: 

a. A liquid area with xl ~ x < xm. 

At the arcing front x=xl the 

temperature is maximum T=Tdrop ' 
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, , , , 

b. A melting area with xm ~ x < xs. 

Here the temperature is constant 

T=Tmelt and the melting heat has not yet 

been reached: L < Lmelt . 

c. A solid area with xs ~ x < ~. 

T DROP 1700 ::: TMELT TO 

: ARC~=} 
: 

LIQUID MELT SOUD 

o xl xm xs L BAND 

Fig. 1 Multiple phases within the silver strip 

during the burnback process. 

3. The energy balance equations. 

The three basic regions can be furher diVided 

into N equal parts with length dx « LBAND. 

For the solid and liquid phase the energy 

balance of an element can be described by the 

equation: 

x+dx t+dt t x+dx t+dt 

Ic"" [T - T ] dx = J J pj2 dxdt + 
x· x' 

x x t 

(Heat Content) (Joule Heat) 

t+dt t' t+<lt t' 

-JA[ ~~] dt + JA[: t+:· ...... · ... (10) 
tXt 

(Input Heat Cond.) (Output Heat Cond.) 

with different values of the specific 

density "Y. specific heat c, thermal 

conductivity A and specific resistivity p 

for the solid and liquid phase respectively. 

In the situation where the front element is 

bounded by the arc, the input heat conduction 

term has to be replaced by Pdt, with P=jU for 

the effective arcing power input. 

For the melting region a similar energy balance 

can be set up: 

xm+dx 

J"Y[H~+dt - H~'] dx 

xm 

t+dt t' 

-JAr:] dt + 
t x 

x+dx t+dt 

J Jpj2 dxdt + 

x t 

t+dt t' JA[:] dt ......... (ll) 
x+dx 

t 
In this equation the input heat conduction term 

has also to be replaced by Pdt in case the 

front element 1s bounded by the arc. 

Within the melting region the 

gradient is equal to zero. 

temperature 



4. Discretisation and assumptions. 

The elements are numbered N .. Ntot ' with 

Lband=Ntot dx. 
N=l: between x=O dx and 1 dx 

2: Idxand2dx 

N: (N-l)dx and N dx 

L: (L-l)dx and L dx, 
the first liquid element 

M: {M-l)dx and M dx, 
the first melting element 

S: (S-l)dx and S dx, 
the first solid element 

The time is also discretized: time t= Kdt, with 

step number K=O .. Ktot ' 

A number of assumptions will be made to 

transform the set of integral equations into 

linear equations: 

a) As the temperature in the whole element, the 

mean temperature within an element between x 

and x+dx is defined: 

b) For 

x+dx 

JT{X, t) dt 

x={N-l)dx 
the heat conduction 

K 
T dx ........... (12) 
N 

it is assumed: 

t+dt , 

JA[ ~~ ]t dt A (T
K 

TK ) ~ ......... (13) 
t x N N-l 

The temperature dependence of A is taken 

into account using different values for the 

solid, liquid and melting phase with indexes 

1,2,3 respectively. 

For the integral equation the relevant value 

at element N-l is chosen. 

c. During the melting the mean enthalpy in an 

element is taken: 

x+dx 

J"YH(X, t) dx 
K 

"YH dx ........... (14) 
N x 

d. The temperature dependence of the specific 

electrical resistivity is taken into account 

by the resistivity factor A: 

A = ~ ............ (15} 

with A=Al for the solid phase. 

A=A2 for the liquid phase. 

P=Pmeltfor the melting phase. 

The Joule heat development in an element 

during dt can be expressed as: 

t+dt x+dx 

J J pj2 dxdt 

x 

2 K 
A"lcj dxdt T ......... (16) 

N 
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e. It is assumed that the liqUid arc front 

element is removed on a certain moment t1 

if: 

x,+dx 

J c"YT(x,t1) dx) c"lTdrop dx ........... (17) 

x, 
If the last but one arc front element has 

been removed at time t 2 , the instantaneous 

burnback velocity during the time range 

t
1
-t

2 
is defined as 

f. The melting front element has been melted at 

time t
1

, if: 

xm+dx 

J~H(x,t } dx ) "lHmelt dx ........... (IS} 

xm 
The melting border then moves from 

xm to }(1ll'=xm+dx. 

g. The initial temperature of the silver strip 

is T . 
o 

The temperature of the fixed end remains 

constant T=T . o 

5. Sets of linear eguations. 

The integral equations now can be transformed 

into a set of linear equations. A number of 

substitutions will be introduced to reduce the 

length of the equations: 

P dt 
C"l dx 

2 dt 
.2A dt j2~ dt 

j Pmel t 
Bl J 1 B2 B3 "Y 

G1 
Al dt 

G2 = 
"2 dt 

G3 = 
"3 dt 

'YC dx2 "lC dx2 "Yc dx2 

a. The liquid range with L < N < M. 
The energy balance of the liquid front element 

L now can be described by: 

K+l K K 
T = (1 + B2 - G2)T + G2T + Pl··········(19) 

L L ~l 

and the other liquid elements with L+1 ~ N < M: 

K+l 
T 

N 

KKK 
G

2
T + (1 + B2 - 2G2 )T + G2T .... (20) 

N-l N N+1 

b. The melting range. with M < N < S. 

The element M on the melting front, when it is 

bounded by the arc: 

K+l KKK 
H = H + B3 + cPl - cG3(T - T } ....... (21) 
M M M M+l 



If the melting front element M is bounded by 

liquid material: 

K+l KKK K K 
H ~ H + B3 + cG2(T - T } - cG3(T T 
1t!]I M-l M M M+l 
........................................... (22) 
The other elements of the melting range, 

M+l ~ N < 8: 

K+l K K K K 
H ~ H + B3 - cG3(T 2T + T } ..... (23) 
N N N-l N N+l 

c. The solid range with S < N < Ntot~ 
If the solid front element S is bounded by the 

arc: 

K+l K K 
T (1 + Bl 

S 
Gl)T + GlT + Pl' ....... {24) 

S 8+1 

If the solid front element S is bounded by 

melting material: 

K+l KKK 
T = G3T + (1 + Bl - G3 -G1)T + G1T .(25) 

8 8-1 8 8+1 

If the solid front element 8 Is bounded by 

liquid material: 

K+l K K K 
T = G2T + 

8 8-1 
{1 + Bl - G2-Gl )T + GlT .. (26) 

8 8+1 

The other elements in the solid state: 

8+1 S N ~ Ntot 
K+l K K K 

T ~ GlT + 
N N-l 

{I + Bl - 2Ol )T + GlT .... {27} 
N N+l 

metal silver 

melting temperature Tmelt 1234 
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mass density : ,. = 1.05E4 

specifiC heat 

specific resistivity at Tmelt 

resistivity factor below Truelt 

resistivity factor above Tmelt 

melting heat 

thermal conductivity below Tmelt 

above Tmelt 

at Truelt 

C 

Pmel t 

Al 

~ 

Lmelt 

Al 

)1.2 

A3 

= 270 

~ 13E-8 

2.1E-17 

= 4.4E-17 

1.045E5 

=395 

= 185 

=290 

length of the half of silver strip: ~d = 4OE-3 

6. Results of the calculations. 

The set of linear equations with the distinct 

conditions were assimilated in a relatively 

simple computer program. with PASCAL and 

FORTRAN versions. suitable for personal 

computers. 

Time steps were chosen in accordance with the 

usual stability limits for the explicit 

solution method of the diffusion equation. 

Material properties were chosen in accordance 

wi th table 1. 

The values for U and Td were chosen in con rop 
according [2]. although other combinations are 

quite possible. 

The output results of the program can be 

characterized by normalized time-distance 

diagrams like Fig. 2. It shows the physical 

state history of any silver part: the length 

coordinate and the time are divided by the 

strip length and the total current period 

respectively. 

[K] 

[kg/m3] 

[J/kg] 

[0] 

[04lJ] 

[04lJ] 

[J/kg] 

[W/mK] 

[W/mK] 

[W/mK] 

em] 

o x T-

Fig. 2 Normalized diagram of the dynamic 

burnback process. 

power loss per ampere to electrode: Ucon = 5.25 [V] 

temperature of liquid droplets Tdrop = 1700 [K] 

Table 1. Variables of the numerical model. 



To illustrate the influence of the joule 

heating and the heat loss by conduction the 

instantaneous burnhack velocity was calculated 

for several constant current densities during a 

period of 5-10 IDS. Some results are presented 

in Fig. 3. 
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Fig. 3. Calculated dynamical burnhack 

velocities. 

current density pre arcing time 

[kAlmm2] ems] 

a: 4.04 0.1 

b: 3.18 0.2 

c: 2.10 0.1 

d: 1.02 0.6 

e: 0.10 0.0 

It is assumed that the arC is initiated after a 

'pre-arcing time'. during which the Joule heat 

source is already active. Fig. 3 shows that for 

the lowest current density {j=O.l kAlm2}. the 

heat loss by conduction can even prevent the 

burnback for several ms. In this case 

non-infinitely thin melting layers occured at 

the start of the process. 

In the intermediate current density range 1-2 

kA/mm2, the instantaneous velocity reaches the 

stationary value within a fraction of a ms. 

At higher current densities the Joule heating 

can Cause an exponential increase of the 

burnback velocity. but this forms no principal 

limit for the model validity. 

Different from the low current situation, 

melting layers now appeared at the end of the 

movement process. 

Fig. 2 presents instantaneous values. 

integration is needed when mean velocities have 

to be considered. which can be compared with 

experimental results. 
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In table 2 some experimental and calculated 

results of Daalder [2] are compared with our 

numerical program results 

velocity. 

current pre-arcing arcing 

density time time 

[kA/mm2] ems] ems] 

0.10 0.0 10.0 

1.02 0.6 11.8 

1.40 0.0 11.6 

1.61 0.6 11.8 

2.10 0.1 7.4 

2.30 0.6 10.9 

2.59 0.3 9.3 

2.78 0.3 5.5 

2.96 0.3 6.0 

3.18 0.2 7.2 

3.26 0.3 5.8 

3.28 0.2 7.1 

3.64 0.2 5.6 

3.96 0.1 5.4 

4.04 0.1 5.2 

for the mean 

mean velocity 

exp calc pro-

[2] [2J gram 

[m/s] [m/s] [m/s] 

--- 0.1 0.04 

1.3 1.1 1.1 

1.4 1.5 1.5 

1.8 1.8 1.8 

2.4 2.4 2.3 

2.7 3.0 2.9 

3.1 3.4 3.3 

3.0 3.3 3.2 

3.7 3.7 3.6 

4.0 * 4.5 

4.0 4.4 4.2 

3.7 * 5.1 

4.7 * 5.4 

4.2 * 7.4 

4.9 * 7.7 

Table 2. Comparison between experiment. mean 

burnhack velocities according [2] and the 

numerical program results, with N=500 and time 

step At = 1£-6 sec. 

For j=O.l kAlmm2 Table 2 shows that a 

conSiderably lower value for the mean velocity 

is expected with the program, when compared 

with the result of the stationary equation 

according [2]. This difference obviously is 

caused by the retarding influence of the heat 

loss by conduction. Unfortunately no 

experimental data were available to test the 

0.1 kAlmm resul t 

An agreement can be noticed for the higher 

current density range until 3 kAlmm 

For the highest current densities the former 

calculation [2J is not valid. as Tbegin exceeds 

Tmelt ; this is indicated in table 2 by an 

asterisk (*). The numerical model is not 

limited by this fact, although the results show 

systematic upside deViations, compared with the 

experiments. 

Probably the Joule heating has a less dominant 

effect than it was expected. because the heat 

loss to the filler material becomes more 

important in this range. 



Therefore a more dimensional model with 

implicit numerical procedures Is under 

deve I opmen t. 

Another approvement of the model is planned by 

increasing the number of elements. as the 

convergence limit is not yet been reached in 

the case of the high current densities. 

Conclusions. 

The one dimensional numerical model describes 

the dynamical burnback processes within a wide 

range of current densities. 

It indicates that the heat loss by conduction 

in the silver has a delaying influence on the 

burnback velocity. during a fraction of a ms at 

1 kAlmm or during several ms at 0.1 kAlmm • 

As a consequence. the mean burnback velocity 

which is determined experimentally after a 

relatively long arcing time. often will not 

correspond to the instantaneous velocity 

obtained after short arcing times. 

For current densities above 3 kAlmm the 

present model predicts an exponential 

increasement of the burnback velocity. although 

experiments show that this effect is less 

dramatic. 
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